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	Keeping Better Company: Corporate Governance Ten Years On, 9780199243181 (0199243182), Oxford University Press, 2006
This book is about the way companies are directed and controlled, and relate to their sources of finance—what has come to be called corporate governance. The term‘company’ is better than ‘corporation’ as it reflects the human dimension; companies are collections of people, not just inanimate structures.

There are separate chapters describing corporate governance in five leading economies—Germany, Japan, France, the USA, and the UK. Each chapter is descriptive, not normative. The aim is to make sense of current practice and to shed light on the main changes and probable developments bearing in mind what has already taken place since Keeping Good Company was written in 1991. Had this book been written in 2025 not 2003–4, it would have contained chapters on the three economies which by then may have surpassed in size all except the USA—China, India, and Russia. The main focus is on quoted companies, but the principles of good governance apply to companies of almost any size, though their application may vary according to circumstances; unquoted companies will be considered because of their significance and the special problems they pose.
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SANs DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The rapid rise of e-commerce, data-heavy websites, and globalization has increased the demand for data storage space--and Storage Area Networks (SANs) are the best way to solve the problem.  This resource "demystifies" SAN technology and functions, showing how to manage, configure, and build your own SAN for a wide variety of...

		

Developing Visual Studio .NET Macros and Add-InsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn how to supercharge Visual Studio .NET with this in-depth guide to creating customized macros and add-ins
Whether you simply need to automate a repetitive task or make a full-scale improvement to Visual Studio .NET, Jeff Cogswell will quickly teach you how in this comprehensive book. You’ll find all the tools necessary to create...


		

Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies for J2EE(TM), Web Services, and Identity ManagementPrentice Hall, 2005
Core Security Patterns is the hands-on practitioner™s guide to building robust end-to-end security into J2EE™ enterprise applications, Web services, identity management, service provisioning, and personal identification solutions. Written by three leading Java security architects, the patterns-driven approach...




	

Janitors, Street Vendors, and Activists: The Lives of Mexican Immigrants in Silicon ValleyUniversity of California Press, 2006
"In a time when we have great need to understand Mexican immigrants and their place in U.S. society, Zlolniski offers a superior analysis of why and how advanced capitalist economies employ undocumented workers. After reading his book, we will never think again of immigration as something that exclusively comes from outside. The immigrants,...

		

Medical Ethics Today: The BMA's Handbook of Ethics and LawBMJ Books, 2012

	This is your source for authoritative and comprehensive guidance from the British Medical Association (BMA) Medical Ethics Department covering both routine and highly contentious medico-legal issues faced by health care professionals. The new edition updates the information from both the legal and ethical perspectives and reflects...


		

Developmental ImmunotoxicologyCRC Press, 2004

	Despite rapidly increasing interest in developmental immunotoxicology, there is not yet a textbook focused on this hot area of research. Developmental Immunotoxicology fills the void with overviews of immune system development in experimental animal and human models, and discusses the complex issues related to the evolution of developmental...
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